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INTRODUCTION
Email is a key marketing tool and a crucial aspect of building,  
maintaining, and enhancing relationships with investors. It is also 
one of the most powerful marketing channels for businesses.  
By 2020, it is estimated that there will be over 2.9 million email  
users worldwide – that will be over 1/3 of the world’s population.

The commercial real estate industry we know today is still very  
traditional, and some might even say behind the times. But in the 
past several decades, change has been snowballing, heavily driven 
by the advent of technology. Though it was one of the slowest  
to adapt, in the 21st century, commercial real estate went digital. 
Networking, face-to-face interactions, and relationship building are 
still important, but new technologies and forms of communication 
continue to drive efficiencies and effectiveness in the industry.  
Advances in areas including email marketing enable firms to  
enhance the investor experience with tailored messaging, at scale.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USE THIS EBOOK TO LEARN ABOUT:
	 				The	benefits	of	leveraging	email	marketing
	 				How	to	build	an	email	marketing	strategy	that	is	effective	for	your	CRE	firm
	 				The	advantages	of	using	technology	specific	to	the	CRE	industry	
	 				Best	practices	and	tips	for	email	marketing	success

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at AIMinfo@realpage.com



CHAPTER 1 
KEY DEFINITIONS
Before we get started, it’s important to understand what exactly we mean by “email 
marketing”, as well as a few other key terms you will see throughout this eBook.

     Email Marketing
     The commercial use of email to communicate electronically with prospects and / or  
     clients, often with the purpose of enhancing relationships, improving brand  
     awareness, building loyalty, or soliciting business. These goals are achieved  
     by sharing information, calls-to-action, offers, and requests, typically on a regular  
     basis to a pre-determined list of contacts.

     Email Marketing Strategy
     A segment of the overall marketing strategy that outlines a plan for leveraging  
     email in order to connect and communicate with prospects or clients with the  
     purpose of advancing and achieving specific goals for the firm. 

     CRM
     An acronym for Customer Relationship Management; any tool that enables a firm  
     to access, track, organize, and manage customer data, typically used by multiple  
     departments to collect information in a single, cohesive system.

You will also want to determine the intended outcomes of your email marketing  
strategy and how these initiatives factor into your firm’s overall goals for client  
relationship development, company growth, or some other objective.
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CHAPTER 2
IMPORTANCE OF EMAIL  
MARKETING 
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Email marketing has an average ROI of

3,800% (Salesforce)

Every dollar invested in email 
marketing has an average 
return of $43(Salesforce)

Email marketing is the        most influential source  
of information, after peer recommendations and industry  
thought leaders

3rd
(WordStream)

          of business 
professionals prefer to use 
email when communicating  
for work purposes

86%
(Hubspot)

          of business  
professionals indicate that  
email marketing drives client 
acquisition and retention

80%
(eMarketer)

People are         as likely to engage with one of your  
emails than with one of your social media posts

2X
(Forrester)



CHAPTER 2
Recent studies show that 95% of Americans check their email at least once a day, 
and the average person checks their email 15 times a day. With regards to work 
emails, most people check at least every few hours, and 83% of those emails get 
read. The volume of people who use email and the frequency in which they check it 
is reason enough for your firm to consider this critical tool.

Below we highlight a few more reasons why your commercial real estate firm doesn’t 
want to miss out on email marketing, a key marketing opportunity.

     It’s effective.
     Email marketing consistently outperforms every other channel in essentially  
     every  industry, including commercial real estate. It enables the recipient to read  
     at their leisure and respond at their convenience, as well as maintains a record  
     of conversation. For reasons including these, email has become the preferred form  
     of communication for most business professionals in the US.

     Easily share information.
     Email enables you to share information that would be difficult to distribute via  
     a phone call or even face-to-face. For example, you can send invitations to invest  
     in specific properties and include photos, property details, and other info that  
     will be immediately accessible to the investor, both now and in the future. Further,  
     a marketing automation tool reduces the amount of time it takes to disseminate  
     this information to hundreds or even thousands of contacts. And because it takes  
     less time to create and send emails on mass, you will be able to communicate  
     with investors more frequently.

     Stay top of mind.
     Whether your investors are currently active or not, they can always recommend  
     you to a peer. With an email in their inbox, that recommendation is just a forward  
     away. Thus, email is one of the lowest cost ways to stay in the forefront  
     of people’s minds.

     Stay connected with your network.
     Depending on the size of your network, it may be hard to maintain regular  
     contact with everybody. But a CRM will do a lot of the heavy lifting for you.  
     It will manage all of your contacts, track the timing and content of prior  
     communications, maintain a record of investing preferences, and even send  
     you alerts when it’s time to reach back out to an investor. And bulk email  
     functionality will enable you to quickly personalize and send these types  
     of communications at scale.
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     Establish yourself as an industry leader.
     Having a regularly-distributed email newsletter provides an outlet for you to share  
     information with investors that offers value, such as updates on trends in the  
     industry, market reports, tips for negotiating, information about networking  
     events, or CRE best practices. If you write a blog, be sure to share those articles  
     with your investors as well.

There is really no reason NOT to engage in email marketing with your investors, and 
leveraging a bulk email tool enables you to efficiently communicate with thousands  
of contacts.



CHAPTER 3
ACTIONABLE TIPS & BEST 
PRACTICES 
A carefully formulated email marketing strategy can help your CRE firm grow,  
enhance the investor experience, and drive communication efficiencies. Follow  
the best practices outlined below to get started. But remember, it’s important  
to experiment and identify what tactics are most effective for your specific firm  
and resonate the best with your specific audience.

     Subject Line
     People spend an average of 4 seconds scanning their inboxes and determining  
     whether or not to open a particular email. Thus, the subject line – your first  
     impression – can have the biggest impact on the success of an email marketing  
     campaign. It will not matter how valuable or helpful the content in your email is  
     if the subject line doesn’t capture the recipients’ attention and entice people  
     to open the email.

     Tip: Keep your subject line short, clear, concise, and personalized,  
  if possible. 

     Best Practice: Studies show that subject lines with 1-3 words  
  perform the best, especially because this length is most  
  compatible with mobile devices.

     Body of the Email
     There are many different types of emails you may want to consider sending  
     to your investors, from welcome letters to “invitations to invest” to monthly  
     or quarterly newsletters. Each type of email serves a unique purpose and  
     contributes differently to various organizational goals. Thus, every campaign you  
     create may have a distinctive purpose and even a different (segmented) audience.
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     But regardless of the type of email you are sending, it’s important to write  
     meaningful and valuable copy for the body of your email. Industry best practice  
     recommends following the “4 U’s”. 

          UNIQUE  Make your content distinctive from content they can receive 
          somewhere else. For example, discuss an up-and-coming prediction for the 
          market. If it’s an already-trending or popular topic, present a different POV or  
          present it in some other way that is unique. This is your opportunity to stand 
          out from the competition, as well as to position yourself as a go-to resource or 
          authority in the industry. 

          USEFUL  Recipients want to receive relevant or helpful content to keep them  
          engaged. Provide solutions to problems or information they can benefit from. 
          Consider their pain points, challenges, questions and pressing needs, and then 
          offer content or information that addresses those topics. The key is to always 
          provide value.

          ULTRA-SPECIFIC  Make sure your email content matches the audience and 
          is tailored to their needs, questions, and concerns. Ultra-specific information 
          makes content more useful and compelling and also demonstrates that you 
          understand the readers’ struggles and goals. For example, consider content 
          that is targeted around asset class or geographic location.

          URGENT  Urgent subject lines drive open rates, and urgent copy boosts 
          click-through-rates. But be aware of overuse, and only leverage this “U” when           
          necessary. When it comes time to use it, what pressing need is being 
          addressed? Why must the reader take action immediately? What is the cost 
          of not taking action?

     Following the “4 Us” will engage readers, entice them to click through, and give  
     them a reason to continue opening and reading your emails in the future.

     Sender
     Trusting the sender is a critical factor in whether or not an email is opened. In fact, 
     over 2/3 of Americans open their emails based on the name of the sender. 
     The “from” name, which tells your investors who sent the email, needs to be 
     recognizable to your email recipients; that may be your name, your firm’s name, 
     or a combination of the two.
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     Tip: Use a consistent and recognized sender for all emails. This will  
  increase the likelihood of the recipient opening the email and  
  decrease the chance they will mark it as spam. 

     Frequency
     Finding the right email cadence can be one of the most challenging areas  
     to fine-tune in your email marketing strategy. You want to make sure your clients  
     have the most current data and information, but you also don’t want to risk  
     over-contacting them. However, sporadic emailing has proven to be ineffective  
     in most industries, particularly with regards to impacting organizational goals  
     and initiatives.

     Tip: Once you determine an ideal cadence for your campaign,  
  it’s important to maintain a consistent frequency, as your  
  readers will begin expecting to receive your emails.

     Best Practice: One study by SendGrid found that the optimal  
  frequency for email newsletters in the commercial real estate  
  industry is 2-3 per month. 

     Timing
     Optimizing when you send an email can be critical, as it heavily impacts the open  
     rate, which in turn impacts the click-through-rates and conversions. Studies say  
     the best time and day to post is Tuesdays or Thursdays between 10:00 AM and  
     11:00 AM in the recipient’s time zone. These stats make sense, as it’s during the  
     work week and after many people have arrived at work and are starting to check  
     their inbox. As can be expected, weekends are typically poor days to send  
     because many people like to disconnect. Similarly, sending during the after-work  
     hours or late at night could also be detrimental to your open rates. However, it’s  
     important to do some experimenting yourself to identify what works best for your  
     firm and your audience.

     Tip: Consider sending your emails in the morning, mid-week.

     Best Practice: To give a benchmark for what’s working and what’s  
  not, the real estate industry can expect to achieve around a  
  25% open rate and 4% click-through-rate.



CHAPTER 4
EMAIL MARKETING  
TECHNOLOGY FOR CRE 
Technology is changing the way that commercial real estate firms engage,  
communicate, and conduct business with investors. And in a world where customer 
expectations are higher than ever before, CRE firms can’t afford to ignore the  
opportunity to build a winning investor experience. CRE technologies with CRM and 
email marketing capabilities facilitate this process and enable owners to effectively 
and regularly communicate with investors, and at scale.

A key to email marketing success is having a well-maintained and functional CRM. 
CRM software provides a single, central location for you to maintain a database  
of your prospects and customers and to manage, track, analyze, and record all of the 
information you have about these people and the interactions you have with them. 
A CRM is more than just a contact manager, Excel spreadsheet, Rolodex of business 
cards, or stack of sticky notes. This tool simplifies, centralizes, and scales your  
investor management and engagement. In fact, 3 out of 4 CRM users say this  
software has improved their access to customer data.

Real estate CRM software is customer relationship management technology that is 
tailored specifically for the real estate vertical. A real estate CRM enables commercial 
real estate firms to manage their investors but also to manage investor expectations. 
It enables the CRE sponsor to efficiently manage relationships with investors and 
other stakeholders, while keeping all the important information easily accessible.  
In fact, sponsors can find investor information up to 76% faster.

Recently, the commercial real estate industry has started to shift from a demand  
perspective. Investor expectations and demands are on the rise, and they want:

     • Increased transparency
     • Improved accessibility
     • More info about deal flow, deal interaction, and deal progress
     • More insights about the performance of their investments
     • A sophisticated web portal and mobile access

While there are hundreds of CRM technologies out there on the market,  
horizontal solutions – with a one-size-fits-all approach – don’t always support  
or meet the industry-specific business needs of every company.  
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In a recent survey, real estate saw the biggest demand for a specialized,  
industry-specific CRM. In response to this pressing need, companies including  
Investor Management Services, have developed CRM software specific to the needs,  
challenges, complexities, and priorities of the real estate industry. A horizontal CRM 
solution would require a lot of customization to make it relevant to the CRE industry, 
whereas a real estate CRM has those features and functions built right in, minus the 
added complexity of unnecessary features. 

In addition to standard CRM tasks, a real estate CRM can perform the following  
functions:

     • Track each contact’s investment activities so that you can see how they are  
        engaging with your firm
     • Associate investment management professionals to an investor profile
     • Manage real estate-specific data inputs such as investment history, asset type  
        preferences, regional preferences, deal size preferences, and other investment  
        criteria
     • Simplify, streamline, and store communications with investors, such as emails  
        and invitations to invest
     • Set tasks to help you maintain and develop investor relationships 

With these capabilities and types of information, sponsors can offer a more  
personalized investing experience, create more value for investors, and raise equity 
faster, knowing which prospects would be a best-fit for each investment opportunity.



CHAPTER 5: SUCCESS STORIES 
Check out these stories from real customers about the importance of having a  
commercial real estate-specific solution to power your firm’s investor relations  
and your email marketing campaigns.
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      [Bulk email functionality] has saved me time because I don’t have to look up  
each person’s email address if it’s not currently in my address book. I feel it’s more  
accurate. And I like it because it’s very easy to use – not hard at all. You just follow the 
steps. I use it even if I’m sending to a couple of people – it’s easy to go back and track 
what I’ve sent.  Learn More!

LAURIE STEPHENS 
Caldwell Companies

““

      It is a one-stop-shop. What we liked about [this technology] was that it was  
developed specifically for real estate and the types of projects that we do. It was the 
best fit. Plus, it was highly recommended.           Learn More!

TINA WALTERS 
Director of Investor Relations, Poe Companies

““

The CRM feature allowed Dornin to have one central database with all the  
investor information, including distributions, addresses, emails, and phone numbers. 

      We always have up-to-date information that we can access.

The CRM also provides Dornin with the ability to easily bulk email all of their investors 
simultaneously or in segments based on specific criteria they choose. 

      Where a quarterly process here could take 2-3 weeks, now it’s less than two 
weeks. We can send out information within the day, whereas it would take much 
longer before. Learn More!

CORY MELLODY 
Financial Analyst, Dornin Investment Group

““

“

“
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AIM’s features including bulk email and CRM provided SPI with the ability to organize 
and grow their business. This functionality has enabled SPI to take on larger projects 
because now they have the infrastructure in place to raise and manage capital in a 
timely and efficient manner.

      We would not have been able to grow as a company like we have. Without a  
database, we would have been stuck in such slow processes and unable to expand  
to a larger pool of investors.  Learn More!

JENNIFER WARDER 
Director of Operations. SPI Advisory

““

      Creating bulk emails is seamless. Our investors can update their emails on  
their Investor Dashboard and we know they will not miss any of our email  
communications. Plus, it is easy to use Advanced Search to create a distribution list 
and email a property update to all investors in that deal.        Learn More!

KAMYAR SHABANI 
Principal and Co-Founder, Optimus Properties

““
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NEXT STEPS
RealPage AIM provides institutional investors and managers an 
integrated platform that propels data alignment throughout the 
 investment ecosystem to drive the best possible risk-adjusted 
 returns for the private and public capital markets. AIM provides  
a 360° view across the investment lifecycle, allowing general  
and limited partners to manage investments, model and monitor 
asset performance, assess risk, and easily identify opportunities  
to maximize returns.

There is only one platform that:
• Allows you to aggregate, interpret and integrate data across all 

asset classes in any format
• Enables alignment across your entire real estate and alternative 

investment ecosystem
• Delivers all the information you need, in a timely manner, to 

empower you to discover true insights

To learn more about how CRE firms have used  
RealPage AIM to save time and resources, drive value, 
and improve the investor experience click here. 

If you are ready to take the next step, schedule a free 
demo today!



facebook.com/RealPageAIM

twitter.com/RealPageAIM

linkedin.com/company/realpage-aim


